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(57) ABSTRACT 

An Internet access System to be used by organizations Such 
as hotels and the like uses local Service centers adapted by 
first modems to in-house telephone wiring at Separate pre 
mises maintained by the sponsoring organization. The 
modem connecting the local Service center to the in-house 
telephone wiring is assigned a specific extension number on 
the in-house telephone System. The Service center connects 
calls at the first modem to a converter that is adapted to 
provide Internet access through a line interface unit (LIU) to 
the calls answered at the first modem. A user configures a 
dial-up profile on his/her computer, usually a portable com 
puter, with the extension number of the first modem, and 
uses this profile when resident at the hotel or other Spon 
Soring premise. The user then is connected to the Internet at 
a local connection without having to have the dial-up profile 
and possibly Script files to gain access otherwise. 
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MICRO-LOCALIZED INTERNET SERVICE 
CENTER 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention is in the field of telecommu 
nications and has particular application to existing phone 
Systems and wiring, as well as Simplified Software Setup, for 
connecting and routing calls to the Internet. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Executives who engage in business travel to a 
number of different countries often have the need to inter 
face with their home offices or their home Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) at various times during their stay abroad. One 
increasing method of interface used by Such executives is 
communication via the global network known as the Inter 
net. Executives Such as these often use laptop and notebook 
computers to communicate with their home offices and ISPs 
over the Internet. 

0003) While interactive communication is often preferred 
as a method for obtaining and distributing information, there 
are protocols and procedures related to logging on to the 
WWW that vary from country to country. Executives have 
to be trained to use and understand Such protocol, and may 
have to use locally compliant applications Such as Script files 
to enable them to access the WWW in the particular part of 
the World from which they are operating. 
0004 One method or option of communication open to 
an executive in a remote country is simply to dial his home 
Server number long distance, either an in-house network or 
a local ISP. This can be prohibitively expensive. Another 
option for the executive is to have an existing account with 
a local Server in his home country that offers local coverage 
in the country he is operating from. While this method can 
be Sufficient for Some cases, often local carriers do not cover 
enough locations to eliminate constraints associated with 
long distance acceSS fees. Particularly, in Some countries 
domestic long-distance calls can be as expensive as inter 
national calls. Many countries require the use of Script files, 
or a series of codes to log on to the WWW, generally 
requiring local acceSS numbers and routing that may require 
fees, etc. 
0005 Infrastructure issues can add to problems. Many 
countries generally do not have the type of infrastructure 
that is conducive to clear communication over long dis 
tances. Even in the present age of digital lines, countries that 
are developing in, or aging in infrastructure may have 
poor-quality lines, connections, or Switches resulting in a 
long distance Internet connection which is often plagued by 
noise, Slow modem Speeds, and interruptions. 
0006 What is clearly needed is a method and apparatus 
that allows busineSS travelers to access home networks and 
ISPs while abroad, without requiring any Significant change 
in procedure or identification. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
an Internet-access Service center comprising a first modem 
adapted to establish a link with a computer; a converter 
within the Service center connected to the first modem and 
coupled to a database; and a line interface unit (LIU) 
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connected to the converter and coupled to an outside tele 
phone line. The converter is adapted to accept a call at the 
first modem, and to provide Internet access to the connection 
at the first modem through the LIU. 
0008. In some embodiments there may be multiple first 
modems adapted to answer one or more extension numbers 
on an internal telephone System, and the converter may 
provide Script files or any other information and data 
required to make local Internet connection. The converter 
may also monitor and record customer transactions for Such 
as billing purposes. 

0009. In one aspect of the invention Internet-access is 
provided, comprising two or more Service centers each 
coupled to an in-house telephone System at Separate loca 
tions, wherein each Service center comprises a first modem 
adapted to establish a link with a computer, a converter 
within the Service center connected to the first modem and 
coupled to a database; and a line interface unit (LIU) 
connected to the converter and coupled to an outside tele 
phone line; and wherein the converter is adapted to accept a 
call at the first modem, and to provide Internet access to the 
connection at the first modem through the LIU. In these 
embodiments there may be multiple first modems adapted to 
answer one or more extension numbers on an internal 
telephone System, and the converter may be further adapted 
to monitor and record customer transactions. 

0010. In yet another aspect methods for practicing the 
invention are provided, Such as a method for providing 
Internet access to a computer connected to an in-house 
telephone system, comprising Steps of (a) connecting a 
Service center by a first modem to the in-house telephone 
System, the modem assigned an extension number on the 
in-house telephone System; (b) connecting the computer 
through the first modem to a converter coupled to the first 
modem; and (c) dialing up a local Internet Service Provider 
by the converter via a line interface unit (LIU) to an outside 
line, thereby connecting the computer to the Internet. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIGURES 

0011 FIG. 1 is an illustration of an Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) Service Center as used in an embodiment of 
the present invention 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0012. An object of the present invention is to provide 
method and apparatus enabling travelers to operate on the 
Internet with their portable computers without having to 
Significantly alter their user identification, access codes, and 
the like, or any of the procedures to which they may have 
become accustomed. This object is met in embodiments of 
the present invention by Service Centers adapted to operate 
with customer premises telephone Systems within local 
entities like hotels, airline lounges, and the like, where 
travelers may be for enough time to need access to their 
Internet resources. The Service Centers are adapted to 
provide SeamleSS and transparent Internet access to Such 
travelers. 

0013 In various embodiments of the present invention, 
travelerS Subscribe to an organization's unique Internet 
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Service as taught herein, and in Subscribing typically provide 
to that organization Some data allowing the organization to 
identify the Subscriber for access and billing purposes. This 
data will typically be a subscriber's user ID and password, 
similarly as used for their primary Internet Service Provider. 
This information is added to a database accessible to Service 
CenterS operated by that organization. In the present 
example the organization is an International hotel chain, 
having hotels in many countries where telephone System 
equipment and procedures and protocols for Such as Internet 
access may vary widely. 

0.014 FIG. 1 is an illustration of an Internet Telephony 
Service Center in an embodiment of the present Invention, 
showing a Service Center adapted to a hotel telephone 
System. The hotel may be located in any country in the 
world. 

0015. In the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 1, a traveler 
has connected a note-book computer 126 to an existing 
telephone 122c from a room or hotel lounge, etc. Phones 
122a through 122d represent telephones connected on the 
hotel's internal telephone System, and may or may not have 
data ports installed to allow connection of a portable PC, 
Such as note-book computer 126. If data ports are not 
present, the portable PC can be connected to the phone jack 
instead of the actual phone itself, or there may be a dual line 
in the connection allowing normal phone use and data 
connection Simultaneously 

0016. After connecting to the internal phone network, a 
link is established via existing in-house phone wiring 120 to 
an existing in house telephone switch 124. Switch 124 is 
connected to a local phone network 130 via telephony 
connection 115. Typically, in-house wiring 120 will be of the 
analog form, however, telephony connection 115 may be any 
type of line that is Suitable and known in the art, and will, 
of course, vary in type according to the practices of the local 
country or jurisdiction. 

0.017. In the event of normal phone use, local and long 
distance phone calls would proceed through Switch 124 to 
local phone network 130 in a normal fashion. The traveler 
would place Such calls according to instructions typically 
provided in the hotel room. 

0.018. In the case of data connections to be made over 
unique local Service Center 100 by a subscriber to the 
Service, the Subscriber has been provided in a manner 
described more fully below with one or more special exten 
Sion numbers to be used to access the Service center. Calls 
to the reserved extension number or numbers are answered, 
in an embodiment of the present invention, by one of a Series 
of modems 105a through 105c connected on in-house tele 
phone wiring 120. Modems 105a through 105c are designed 
to answer incoming calls placed to Such internal extension 
numbers, and to connect these calls via line 109 to an 
Internet Protocol (IP) converter 103, that has access to a data 
Server containing data provided about Subscribers to the 
Service. This data Server may be local to the hotel, or a server 
accessible on the Internet, Such as server 147. 

0019. It will be apparent to one with skill in the art that 
any number of modems 105 may be designated for use in an 
embodiment of the present invention. The number of 
modems needed is determined by the size of the organization 
providing the ISP service, and the number of subscribers 
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expected to be using the Service. Also, depending on local 
rules and the Switch used, highly integrated digital multi-line 
modems might be used, or any type of functional equivalent. 

0020 IP converter 103, with the aid of installed control 
code, has ability to associate information from data Server 
147 to individual incoming calls, and to remap data from an 
incoming call into data from the database to facilitate a 
connection for a subscriber. For example, IP converter 103 
can recognize and associate information transmitted via 
note-book computer 126 with member-supplied information 
accessed from data Server 147, Such as, home-Service access 
information, passwords, Internet addresses of company 
Sites, etc. 

0021. To further illustrate by a specific example, a busi 
neSSman from Tokyo, Japan Seeks to connect, by his laptop 
computer, to his home ISP in Tokyo from a hotel in another 
country to download his e-mail for the day. In addition to 
providing data to the hotel Server on Subscribing, he has also 
been provided with configuration information for his por 
table computer. In Some cases this configuration information 
may be provided in electronic form on a floppy disk, to allow 
automatic installation. 

0022. The mechanism by which the user's portable com 
puter is adapted to dial-up the hotel's Service center is 
typically by providing the user's computer with an addi 
tional dial-up profile. This may be done by the user from 
information provided by the hotel or other organization in 
almost any form. For example, the hotel may provide the 
configuration information on a printed sheet, and the user 
may then create a new dial-up profile on his/her computer by 
techniques well-known in the art and Supported by Virtually 
all types of computers and operating Systems. Alternatively 
the hotel or other organization may provide the profile on a 
floppy disk in a manner that allows the user to install it on 
his/her computer. In any case, the profile will include the 
local extension number(s) assigned by the hotel for the 
internal modems (105, FIG. 1) connecting to the service 
center at a hotel providing the Service. In most cases the 
hotel or other organization providing Service centers can 
assign the same extension number(s) to be used at all 
locations providing the Service, allowing for even greater 
simplicity. This is however not a prerequisite. IP converter 
103 does the rest, making whatever substitutions and addi 
tions are necessary to complete a connection between laptop 
126 (FIG. 1) through one of modems 105, via converter 103 
and line interface unit (LIU) 101, which may be a modem or 
CSU/DSU as known in the art, and link 111, to the local 
country's Internet backbone 132. The hotel or other orga 
nization has an account with a local ISP provider, and 
connecting with the local ISP provider may involve use of 
a script file and so forth, but these operations will be 
transparent to the Subscriber. From there, normal protocol 
and procedure connects the subscriber to his local ISP. 
e-mail Server, or company network as the case may be. 

0023. In addition to the translations, additions, and so 
forth needed to connect the Subscriber to the local ISP 
through the hotel Service Center, converter 103 may record 
transaction information related to Subscriber use, Such as 
time and length of connection, for billing purposes. In other 
embodiments such billing may be covered by Subscriber fees 
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determined in any of a number of ways not related to actual 
use of the service. Also possible, but not shown in FIG. 1, 
Such billing data records might be automatically transmitted 
into the organization's billing Systems, much like phone 
Switches transmit records to hotel billing Systems. 

0024. It will be apparent to one with skill in the art that 
Such a unique Service as herein described could be provided 
by any organization catering to travelers and having facili 
ties in more than one country, Such as hotels, airlines, 
resorts, fitness clubs, and the like, without departing from 
the Spirit and Scope of the present invention. 

0.025. It will be apparent to one with skill in the art that 
there are many ways to add connections, as well as quan 
tities of modems and phones as may be required to operate 
a System as described herein, without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope of the present invention. For example, in 
various embodiments there may be different numbers of 
telephones and in-house modems, and there are a number of 
ways the elements of Service Center 100 may be provided 
and connected. In Still another embodiment, there may be a 
data Server 147 located on each call premises with a separate 
Internet link to a central data base. Databases at Such data 
Servers may be updated regularly and may be connected to 
IP converter 103 via a separate link activated only when 
needed. 

0026. In another embodiment of the present invention 
data server 147 could be up-dated whenever a member 
registers at a hotel providing a Service Center according to 
an embodiment of the invention. Software could also be 
up-dated at hotel registration, if needed, So that when the 
member is ready to make a connection to the Internet, all 
current information would be available. Continual up-dates 
to Software and features could be added to the System as it 
grows, i.e. Signing on new members, call locations, and new 
countries where new hotels of the chain were built and 
Subsequently added to the network. 

0027. It will be apparent to one with skill in the art that 
there are many different hardware and Software configura 
tions that can be employed in creating the functionality of 
the present invention without departing from the Spirit and 
Scope of the invention. For example, connections used to 
interface with the note-book computer may be altered to 
interface with various types of peripherals that may be used 
to access the Internet, including but not limited to WEB set 
top boxes, Internet telephones etc. Typical lines and con 
nections used may be of any Suitable type known in the art 
Such as, analog or digital, etc. Software configurations 
relating to the unique embodiment of the relationship 
between the file server or servers, the IP converter or 
converters, and the user interface may function and be 
written in various ways without departing from the Spirit and 
Scope of the present invention Many other examples have 
already been described above. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An Internet-acceSS Service center comprising: 
a first modem adapted to establish a link with a computer; 
a converter within the Service center connected to the first 
modem and coupled to a database; and 

a line interface unit (LIU) connected to the converter and 
coupled to an outside telephone line; 

wherein the converter is adapted to accept a call at the first 
modem, and to provide Internet access to the connec 
tion at the first modem through the Second modem. 

2. The Service center of claim 1 further comprising 
multiple first modems adapted to answer one or more 
extension numbers on an internal telephone System. 

3. The service center of claim 1 wherein the converter 
uses one or more Script files in providing Internet access to 
the connection at the first modem. 

4. The service center of claim 1 wherein the converter is 
further adapted to monitor and record customer transactions. 

5. An Internet-acceSS System, comprising: 
two or more Service centers each coupled to an in-house 

telephone System at Separate locations, 
wherein each Service center comprises a first modem 

adapted to establish a link with a computer, a converter 
within the Service center connected to the first modem 
and coupled to a database; and a line interface unit 
(LIU) connected to the converter and coupled to an 
Outside telephone line; and wherein the converter is 
adapted to accept a call at the first modem, and to 
provide Internet access to the connection at the first 
modem through the LIU. 

6. The Internet access system of claim 5 further compris 
ing multiple first modems adapted to answer one or more 
extension numbers on an internal telephone System. 

7. The Internet access system of claim 5 wherein the 
converter uses one or more Script files in providing Internet 
access to the connection at the first modem. 

8. The Internet access system of claim 5 wherein the 
converter is further adapted to monitor and record customer 
transactions. 

9. A method for providing Internet access to a computer 
connected to an in-house telephone System, comprising 
Steps of 

(a) connecting a Service center by a first modem to the 
in-house telephone System, the modem assigned an 
extension number on the in-house telephone System; 

(b) connecting the computer through the first modem to a 
converter coupled to the first modem, and 

(c) dialing up a local Internet Service Provider by the 
converter via a line interface unit (LIU) to an outside 
line, thereby connecting the computer to the Internet. 
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